Alexandros hotel is accessible by private vehicle or public transportation, from the Athens International Airport El. Venizelos, Piraeus, Larissis Station, Kifissos and Liosion bus stations and through the national highways Athens-Lamia and Athens - Corinth, in the following ways:

**ATHENS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ELEFTHERIOS VENIZELOS**

**By Car**
- Distance from the airport: 30,7 km
- Duration: ~35 minutes
Enter Attiki Odos and get the exit Y1 (Katehaki), which leads to Kifisias Avenue. Turn left on Kifisias Av. and continue straight ahead for 2 km. Turn right at Timoleontos Vassou Str. where you will find our hotel.

Alternatively, enter Attiki Odos and take exit 11 (Kifisias Avenue). Go straight for about 8 km towards Athens, and turn right onto Timoleontos Vassou Str. where you will find our hotel.
- Distance from the airport: 31,8 km
- Duration: ~35 minutes
You can park for free in our hotel parking. (Parking is available upon request).

**By taxi**
- Distance from the airport: 30,7 km
- Duration: ~35 minutes
- The cost is around 38€ from 05:00 to 00:00 and around 54€ from 00:00 until 5:00. In case you want to have a taxi driver waiting for you in airport arrivals [click here to reserve your taxi].

**By Express bus X95**
- Distance from the airport: 30,7 km
- Duration: ~40 minutes
- Cost per person is 6,00€
The bus operates around the clock. It departs every 15 minutes from the terminal of the airport and stops at Mavili square, at Vasilissis Sofias Str. Upon getting off the bus, walk to your right and you will find us on the 3rd street on your left.

**By Metro**
- Duration: ~27 minutes
- Cost per person: Normal route 10€  Return route 18€
The first departure is at 06:30 and the last at 23:30. There is a connection every 30 minutes.
Take the blue line towards Agia Marina and get off at Doukissis Plakentias where you have to change train to continue your journey towards Agia Marina (same platform). Get off at Megaro
Moussikis station (exit at Parko Eleftherias) and walk towards Megaro Moussikis building (Athens Concert Hall). Timoleontos Vassou Str. is in the third street on your left where the Hotel is situated.

PIRAEUS PORT
By taxi from the port.
By public transport: Take subway (green line) heading to Kifissia. Change to blue line of metro at Monastiraki Station and take the route towards Doukissis Plakentias-Airport. Get off at Megaro Moussikis station (exit at Parko Eleftherias) and walk towards Megaro Moussikis building (Athens Concert Hall). Alexandros Hotel is on the third street on your left.

ATHENS RAILWAY STATION (Larissis Station)
By taxi from station.
By metro take the red line towards Elliniko. At Syntagma station change to the blue metro line towards Doukissis Plakentias-Airport. Get off at Megaro Moussikis station (exit at Parko Eleftherias) and walk towards Megaro Moussikis building (Athens Concert Hall). In the third street on your left is Timoleontos Vassou Str., where the Hotel is situated.

LIOSSION BUS STATION
By taxi from station.
By bus 790 (direction Glyfada) stop at Syntagma from where you can take the yellow bus line 3 (towards Psichiko) and get off at the 5th stop, Platia Mavili. Cross Vasilissis Sofias Av. and walk to your right where you will find our hotel on the third street (Timoleontos Vassou) on the left.

KIFISSOS BUS STATION
By taxi from station.
By bus, take the line 051 to Omonia (terminal) and exit from Panepistimiou Str. from where you can take either a taxi (~ 15 minutes ride) or the subway: Red line with direction to Elliniko. Get off at Syntagma station and change to the blue metro line towards Doukissis Plakentias-Airport. Get off at Megaro Moussikis station (exit at Parko Eleftherias) and walk towards Megaro Moussikis building (Athens Concert Hall). At the third street on your left is Timoleontos Vassou Str., where our hotel is located.

NATIONAL HIGHWAY ATHENS-LAMIA
By taking the following streets Aharon Av.- Ipirou Str.-Patision Av.-Alexandras Av.-Vasilisis Sofias Av. turn right on Timoleontos Vassou Str. and you will arrive at your destination.

NATIONAL HIGHWAY ATHENS-KORINTHOS
From Attiki Odo, select Ymittos Ring Road and then turn left into Mesogeion Avenue. Follow the road towards Athens center and continue to Vasilissis Sofias Av. Turn right at Timoleontos Vassou and you will arrive at your destination.

BY METRO GENERALLY
Get off at Megaro Moussikis station (exit at Parko Eleftherias) and walk towards Megaro Moussikis building (Athens Concert Hall). At the third street on your left is Timoleontos Vassou Str., where our hotel is located.
BY CAR FROM THE NORTH
Following Kifissias Avenue-Vasilisis Sofias Avenue, you turn right onto Timoleontos Vassou, one street before Mavili square, where our hotel is situated.

BY CAR FROM THE SOUTH
Following Vouliagmenis Avenue, continue by taking Karea Avenue towards Athens. Take the exit to Ethnikis Antistaseos Str. and go straight. Turn right on Vasileos Constantine Avenue (road signs for Kifissias and Mesogion Avenue). Drive up Vasileos Constantine Av. / Vasilisis Sofias Av. and go left on the traffic light right after the American Embassy, in Mavili Square. Continue onto Soutsou street and on the third street (Hatzikosta Str.) turn right and then right again to Vasilissis Sophia Av. The next street to the right is Timoleontos Vassou where our hotel is situated.

BY BUS 550 Line from Faliro or Kifissia
Get off at the Hippocratio bus stop and walk down towards Mavili square. Two streets before arriving at Mavili Square, turn right onto Timoleontos Vassou Str. where our hotel is situated.

BY BUS A5 line from Acadimia - Aghia Paraskevi - Anthousa
Get off at the Hippocratio bus stop and walk down towards Mavili square. Two streets before arriving at Mavili Square, turn right onto Timoleontos Vassou Str. where our hotel is situated.

8, Timoleontos Vassou, 11521 Athens
Tel.: +30 210 6430464
Fax: +30 210 6441084
E-mail: reservations@airotel.gr